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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Abs廿act
　　　　The　present　sttidy　investigated　1）　what　kinds　of　Japanized　English　loanwords　American　native
English　speaking　participants　can　understand　through　inference，　and　2）　the　extent　to　which
previous　experience　with　studying　Japanese　helps　participants　to　successfully　infer　the　meaning　of
previously　unknown　Japanized　English　loanwords．　A　total　of　72　Arnerican　native　English　speakers，
consisting　of　36　learners　and　36　non－learners　of　Japanese　participated　in　the　study．　Thirty　Japanized
English　loanwords　were　ttsed　to　determine　the　extent　to　which　participants　had　been　exposed　to
them　（i．e．，　kr｝owledge　scores）　．　Participants　were　furthermore　asked　to　identify　the　correct　meaning
of　each　item　from　among　four　selections（i．e．，　inference　scores）　．　ln　terms　of　knowledge　scores，　no
signhicant　difference　was　shown　between　the　learners　and　non－learners　groups．　Nevertiheless，　the
learners　group　showed　higher　scores　in　inferring　the　meanings　of　unknown　Japanized　English
loanwords　than　the　non－learners　group．　ln　addition，　item－by－item　analyses　in　the　present　study
showed　the　likelihood　that　the　meanings　of　Japanized　English　loanwords　of　two－unit　cempounds
were　easier　for　native　English　speakers　to　infer　due　to　1）　similarity　to　English　forms，　or　2）
strttctures　containing　secondary　words　being　semantic　heads　which　were　modbied　by　initial　words．
On　the　contrary，　compound　loanwords　whose　meanings　were　difficult　to　infer　1）　ignored　English
word　order　rules，　2）　shared　a　lesser　degree　of　English　meanings，　or　3）　had　neither　an　initia！
word　nor　secondary　word　as　a　semantic　head．
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